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Abstract 
A multi-player 3D Asteroids video game de- 
signed to  be used as a testbed for evaluating con- 
troller algorithms was described in [l.] The origi- 
nal version of the game and a separate interactive 
3D graphics interface for a human player were im-- 
plemented, based on CrOS I11 and VERTEX, on 
an NCUBEl hypercube equipped with a paral- 
lel Real-Time Graphics board. The Asteroids and 
interactive graphics interface programs are exam- 
ples of parallel programs which communicate with 
each other in a space-shared multi-processor envi- 
ronment. 
We have successfully ported the Asteroids and 
the interactive graphics interface to run on NCUBE 
using ParaSoft EXPRESS. The new version of these 
programs were further ported to run on a SUN 
386i with an add-on Transputer board. We present 
general design considerations that enable easy mi- 
gration of communicating parallel programs to any 
other hardware platform that runs EXPRESS. We 
also report specific experience of porting Asteroids 
and an associated interactive player interface pro- 
gram on an NCUBE hypercube to a SUN 3861 
Transputer-based system, with no modification of 
codes. 
Introduction 
Code portability is a major concern for p e e  
ple who writes programs, and especially so for those 
who implement computation intensive algorithms. 
Scientists would like to run their specialized codes, 
without modification, on faster computers when- 
ever they are available. Ample examples can be 
found in the fields of computational fluid dynam- 
ics, chemical dynamics, and in quantum chromody- 
namics, just to name a few. 
There is another class of computation inten- 
sive programs which compete or cooperate with one 
another within a simulated organizational struc- 
ture. Usually, these are programs which implement 
artificial intelligence, decision-making algorithms. 
An example of a simulated organizational frame- 
work is a game environment with a game manager 
program which coordinates the actions and com- 
petitiohs of multiple player programs via message- 
passing. The “players” and the game manager can 
benefit from parallelization. However, it is difficult 
to develop portable codes for these communicating 
parallel programs which does not only require inter- 
processor communication within each program but 
also communication among different programs. 
There is a proliferation of small parallel com- 
puter systems for tutorial and experimental pur- 
poses. Among these, the Transputer-based system 
is a popular one. We present general system design 
guidelines which enable easy porting of the game 
environment to other hardware platforms that are 
supported by EXPRESS, and discuss specific expe- 
rience in the porting of the NCUBE Asteroids to 
SUN 386i Transputer-based system. 
Why A Game? 
There have been mammoth interest in re- 
search on intelligent controller algorithms which 
can perform tasks that normally require human su- 
pervision for decision making. Some examples of 
such tasks are navigation control and multi-target 
tracking [2, 3.1 Intelligent algorithms are in general 
very computation intensive. Moreover, there are 
no effective ways to evaluate or compare the per- 
formance of these algorithms, either running alone 
or simultaneously. 
A dynamic game which contains the features 
of randomness, secrecy, incomplete and noisy infor- 
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mation, as well as limited resources of the players 
would provide a natural arena for these algorithms. 
Such a game generates a consistent, dynamically 
evolving environment for the participating player 
programs which are implementations of various al- 
gorithms for some simple, well-defined objectives. 
It is also essential that such a game be implemented 
on a powerful computing environment so that com- 
putation intensive algorithms can compete fairly in 
real-time. 
3D Asteroids is designed to accommodate 
multiple ‘players’. All players do not have to join 
the game at  the same time. At any time when the 
game is running, the game program is capable of 
adding new or removing existing ‘players’. This 
arrangement allows a real-time competition among 
the different ‘players’ who are subjected to the same 
global conditions and games rules, but are occupy- 
ing different locations in the 3D toroidal space. 
Overall Design of Asteroids 
Asteroids 
The Asteroids arcade game is a single player 
game which features a spacecraft traversing a 2D 
toroidal space with inert, moving celestial bodies of 
various sizes. Given an interactive graphics display 
and button-controlled interface, a human player can 
maneuver a spacecraft to turn, thrust, yank, or to 
fire missiles. The objective of the game is very sim- 
ple. It is to destroy as many asteroids as possible 
without being hit by them. Large asteroids split 
into multiple smaller ones when hit by other as- 
teroids, missiles or spacecraft. A spacecraft is de- 
stroyed when hit by any objects. Since the Aster- 
oids game is conceptually simple, we have chosen to 
implement it, with some enhancement, as a testbed 
for the evaluation of intelligent algorithms which 
are developed specifically to achieve the game ob- 
jectives. 
We have implemented a 3D Asteroids game 
environment on an NCUBE hypercube which was 
equipped with a parallel graphics board [l.] The 
software system was based on CrOS I11 and VER- 
TEX. The implementation of Asteroids on a space- 
shared concurrent processor makes it easy to com- 
pare performance of different algorithms that are 
assigned to a common task at  the same time. 
Preferably, an intelligent algorithm in use is paral- 
lelized to take advantage of the multi-processor ar- 
chitecture for efficiency. Otherwise, it will be trivial 
to modify a sequential program so that it will run 
on one node of a concurrent processor, and still be 
able to take part in the game. 
The enhanced Asteroids game models space- 
crafts and asteroids, governed by physical laws, 
traversing a 3D toroidal space. Unlike the arcade 
game, spacecrafts are not destroyed immediately 
when collide with other flying objects. They only 
lose ‘energy’ which is used as an index of cost. If 
a player’s spacecraft is out of energy, that player is 
out of the game. 
One way to look at the Asteroids game sys- 
tem is to treat the game objectives as the objec- 
tive functions of an optimization problem which 
is constrained by the imposed game rules. The 
user-supplied algorithms, including the interactive 
player’s intelligence, implement different approaches 
to solve the posed problem. Therefore, it is essen- 
tial that the game can support multiple players for 
the purpose of direct comparison of several algo- 
rithms. This also makes the game more realistic 
and exeiting. 
All programs that are involved in Asteroids 
do not make any assumptions about the underlying 
hardware environment, and are classified by func- 
tionality into three categories. They are the ‘game 
driver’, ‘player’, and ‘graphics driver’ programs. 
The ‘game driver’ is the core of the game. 
Only one copy of the game driver is needed at all 
time, The primary entities in the game driver are 
objects like spacecraft, missiles, and asteroids. It 
implements rules of the game, processes player re- 
quests, and evolves game objects in time. 
There are two types of ‘player’ programs. An 
interactive player program implements a 3D graph- 
ics interface for a human player to control a space- 
craft, while a batch player program implements an 
intelligent algorithm to take over the responsibili- 
ties of what a human player is supposed to do dur- 
ing the game. A player program is isolated from 
the rest of the game so that any modifications of it 
will affect the performance of an individual player 
only, and has no effect on the operation of the game 
it self. 
A ‘graphics driver’ is an interface between 
player programs and the graphics hardware. It pro- 
vides the low-level graphics operations for player 
programs and isolates them from the ever-changing 
graphics hardware. An interactive player program 
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certainly needs graphics support because a human 
player relies on the visual-oriented display to make 
decisions. A batch player program has the option 
of using graphics display for the convenience of the 
observers of the game. 
Hardware  Considerations 
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The first version of Asteroids was developed 
for an NCUBE hypercube with a Real-'rime Par- 
allel Graphics Board which has 16 NCUBE pro- 
cessors, and uses Hitachi HD63484 Advanced CRT 
Controllers (ACRTC.) The processors on the graph- 
ics board will be called graphics nodes, and those 
on an NCUBE hypercube will be called array nodes 
for nomenclature convenience. 
SUN-3861 
Figure 1 is a block diagram of an NCUBE 
with a parallel graphics system. The control pro- 
cessor of the entire system is an Intel 80286. Two 
distinct features of the graphics system are that the 
16 graphics nodes are capable of communicatiiig 
with each other, or with the array nodes using high- 
speed 1/0 channels; also, signals from the graphics 
tablet can by-pass the control processor and reach 
the graphics board directly via a RS-232 port at 
19200 baud. 
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Figure 1: A Block Diagram for an 
NCUBE-1 with Real-Time Graphics 
A graphics node can issue a graphics com- 
mand, by sending a message to the 80186 on the 
graphics board, to initiate a DMA transfer of pixel 
data in the local memory of the graphics node to 
the frame buffer of the display monitor. Local mem- 
ory of the graphics nodes are mapped to the frame 
buffer in alternating 2-pixel wide strips. A DMA 
transfer takes 1/30 second. However, altering the 
data in the frame buffer while a DMA is in progress 
usually produces an unpleasant among of flicker. 
TRANSPUTERS T 
Figure 2: A Block Diagram for a SUN 
38Gi with an add-on Transputer Board 
Of the 128K local memory available in the 
graphics nodes, about 20K is used by GRAPHOS 
(a nucleus similar to VERTEX.) A single buffer for 
each graphics node is 48K. If 2 consecutive 1/16 
frames of display are to be computed by each of 
the 16 graphics nodes before calling a DMA trans- 
fer, the executable graphics processing program 011 
the graphics nodes has to be smaller than about 8K. 
It is unreasonable to expect any realistic graphics 
programs to occupy only 8K memory space. There- 
fore, it is very difficult to make use of the 2-Mbyte 
frame buffer for real-time double buffering. 
A block diagram for a SUN 386i is shown in 
Fig. 2. It is a much simpler Configuration because 
it does not have a parallel graphics system. The 
SUN 386 acts as the control processor for an add- 
on multi-processor Transputer board. All input de- 
vices are connected to the SUN 3861. There is no 
direct 1 /0  channel from the Transputer board to 
the frame buffer which talks to the 38Gi only. This 
hardware configuration will not support real-time 
animation. However, the speed of graphics dis- 
play can always be improved by adding specialized 
graphics hardware later. 
System Software Considerations 
There is no established standard for the new 
parallel computer languages, programming method- 
ologies and operating systems. We have chosen 
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to implement the new version of Asteroids on an 
NCUBE and a SUN 386i Transputer system using 
ParaSoft EXPRESS. The few reasons behind this 
choice are that EXPRESS is portable, simple, effi- 
cient, and CrOS compatible. Any carefully written 
EXPRESS applications can be migrated separately 
from one hardware platform to  another relatively 
easily, as long as the computer system runs EX- 
PRESS. 
Implementation Guidelines 
Portable and efficient intra-program commu- 
nication is easy because they are provided by EX- 
PRESS functions which are already available for a 
wide range of parallel computer. However, port- 
ing a set of parallel programs which space-shared 
a concurrent processor and communicate with one 
another is not as straight-forward. Some operating 
systems, like VERTEX on NCUBE, do not allow a 
parallel program to  send messages outside its own 
allocated sub-cube to another sub-cube within the 
main array. Also, there are hardware dependent 
codes such as those for graphics display. Efficient 
graphics are hardly portable because it involves too 
much hardware specific programming. 
In order to make Asteroids portable, i.e., to 
run the same game driver and its associated player 
programs unchanged on different hardware plat- 
forms, an extra layer of software which contains 
two modules is introduced. These two modules, 
INTERCOM and POLYCOM are small user-level 
libraries which provide player programs with the ca- 
pability to communicate with the game and graph- 
ics drivers, respectively. We have implemented IN- 
TERCOM and POLYCOM on NCUBEl with a 
Real-Time Graphics board, and SUP 3861 with a 
Transputer board. 
Implementation of INTERCOM 
The migration of the CrOS-based Asteroid to 
EXPRESS-based is straight-forward and does not 
deserve further discussion. We start the discussion 
with the implementation of INTERCOM. 
Common to most distributed-memory concur- 
rent computers is a control processor (CP) which 
usually runs a version of Unix or Unix-like oper- 
ating system such as SUN-OS on a SUN 3863, and 
AXIS on an NCUBE. These operating systems sup- 
port multi-tasking on the CP. A simple approach 
to implement INTERCOM is to make use of Unix- 
style pipe. Even though AXIS does not provide sys- 
tem support for pipe communication on the CP, it 
is not difficult to implement such a mechanism. Us- 
ing pipes, the game driver and the player programs 
which run on the same space-shared parallel com- 
puter can communicate with one another on the CP. 
However, this method is very inefficient and is not 
suitable for real-time simulations, especially when 
the CP has to perform many other tasks besides 
handling the game processes. It is more acceptable 
if inter-program communication takes place within 
the parallel computer or via special high-speed 1/0 
channels. 
On an NCUBE-1 with a Real-Time Graphics 
board, inter-program communication can take place 
via the graphics board which has 16 high-speed 1/0 
channels to the main array. Since VERTEX only 
checks on the destination of messages that originate 
from a processor in the main array, we made use 
of the graphics board to handle message routing 
to different sub-cubes of the NCUBE hypercube. 
When a player program (in a sub-cube) sends a 
message to the game driver (in another sub-cube,) 
the message is actually being routed through the 
graphics 1/0 board. The high-level INTERCOM 
library provides the service transparently with the 
help of a set of message forwarding routines in the 
FWDLIB library which has to be downloaded to the 
16 graphics nodes before loading the game driver 
and the player programs onto distinct sub-cubes in 
the main array . 
Since EXPRESS does not check on the des- 
tination of a message and it is the native operat- 
ing system running on each Transputer processor, 
inter-program communication between player pro- 
grams and the game driver can take place entirely 
within the Transputer network. For portability, an 
equivalent INTERCOM library is written on top of 
EXPRESS for a SUN 3861 Transputer-based sys- 
tem. In this case, no FWDLIB library is needed. 
The INTERCOM library for the game is very 
simple. There are only four routines available. 
At the beginning of a player program, a call to 
play-init  0 will register the player with the game 
driver. The game driver will be able to find out 
the number of processors a player occupies, and as- 
sign player number. When a player makes a call 
to readstate() ,  a new update of the environment 
will be returned. All nodes of a player will receive 
the same message from the game driver. If a player 
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wants to send a move to the game driver, it makes a 
call to send-moveso. For a player program which 
expects to receive input from the keyboard, a call 
to g e t A e y s 0  will fill a designated buffer with all 
the keystrokes received so far, and the number of 
keystrokes placed in the buffer will be returned. 
The FWDLIB library is implemented for the 
NCUBEl with parallel graphics only. It provides 
communications between arbitrary nodes in the 
main array, regardless of whether they are in the 
same allocation group or not. The library main- 
tains 16 communication channels, each of which 
stores the addresses of two sub-cubes in the main 
array as well as the addresses of a particular node 
in each sub-cube as a receiver. If an array node in 
one of the two sub-cubes sends a message with a 
call to fad-msgo, it will be sent to the receiver in 
the other sub-cube, where it can be read with a call 
to getrmsg0. An array node can identify itself as 
a receiver and its allocation group as the sub-cube 
by calling attach-to-channel (1. To detach both 
communicating sub-cubes from a specific commu- 
nication channel, the parallel programs running in 
the two sub-cubes have to call clear-channel 0 .  
The INTERCOM library on NCUBE makes 
use of FWDLIB library implicitly. A player pro- 
gram using INTERCOM can communicate with the 
game driver without using or the need to know any 
of the FWDLIB routines. 
Implement at ion of P 0 LY C 0 M 
There is a significant difference between the 
NCUBEl and SUN 386i graphics hardware, as can 
be seen in Fig. 1 and 2. A user of the Asteroids sys- 
tem who’s main concern is to develop intelligent al- 
gorithms to play the game would not want to spend 
too much time in experimenting different graphics 
display strategies, not to say to deal directly with 
the graphics hardware at a very low-level. We have 
developed a parallel polygon graphics drivers for the 
NCUBE Real-Time Graphics board and an equiv- 
alent Sunview-based graphics driver for the SUN 
386i. 
On an NCUBE, player program run on dis- 
tinct sub-cubes in the main array, while the paral- 
lel polygon graphics driver runs on the 16 graph- 
ics nodes on the Real-Time Graphics board. On a 
SUN 386i system with no specialized graphics hard- 
ware, player programs run on the Transputer nodes, 
and the graphics driver runs on the CP, i.e., the 
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SUN 386i. Since a graphics driver and player pro- 
grams run on different processors with no shared- 
memory, the player programs have to send drawing 
commands via messages. 
While the graphics drivers hide all hardware 
details and provide 3D polygon drawing capabilities 
for the players, POLYCOM is a small library which 
furnishes a consistent set of user-level routines for 
player programs to communicate with the graphics 
driver. Player programs using POLYCOM can send 
drawing instructions to the graphics driver without 
knowing where it is. 
POLYCOM supports drawing points, lines, 
and filled polygons. Simple functions like point (> ,
pointset ( ) ,  l i n e ( ) ,  and p o l y l i n e 0  are avail- 
able. It can draw background stars by s tar( )  or 
s tarset  0 for any space games. It also supports 
polygon drawing by the the function calls p o l y 0  or 
polyset () which draws a collection of one or more 
filled or wire-frame polygons. Fundamental graph- 
ics routines like g i n i t ( )  for initializing the graph- 
ics library, reseting the clipping boundaries, and 
clearing the screen, s e t c l i p 0  for setting the clip- 
ping boundaries, s e t c o l o r 0  for changing the RGB 
values of a palette entry, dma0 for making draw- 
ing visible by sending images to the frame buffer, 
gcmd() and gcmdnodmao for executing the accu- 
mulated drawing commands with or without auto- 
matic calling of dma0 are also provided by POLY- 
COM. 
Asteroids on NCUBE and Transputers 
The Asteroids game was implemented both on 
NCUBE with parallel graphics and SUN 386i with 
a Transputer board. It uses EXPRESS, INTER- 
COM, and POLYCOM for intra and inter-program 
communication. The overall relationships of the 
three category of programs and the communication 
among them are illustrated in Fig. 3 and 4. 
Oval shape is used for a process, and rect- 
angular box is used to differential the three types 
of programs in Fig. 3 and 4. The top level of a 
box indicates the type of program, while the lower 
levels show the libraries in use by the program. EX- 
PRESS is not included in the boxes because we have 
assumed that it is available and is being used for 
programs that require intra-program communica- 
tion. Bi-directional arrows in the figures indicate 
links for inter-program communication, while uni- 
directional arrows show the parent and child rela- 
tionship of processes. Although there is a batch 
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player program in both Fig. 3 and 4, it has not 
been developed yet. The two figures just assume 
that competing player programs exist. 
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Figure 3: Schematic of program rela- 
tionship in NCXJIIE Asteroids. 
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Figure 4: Schematic of program rela- 
tionship in SUN 386 Asteroids. 
Conclusions 
We have presented guidelines to port com- 
rnunicatiiig programs, bolh parallel or sequential, 
which space-shared a distributed memory concur- 
rent processor environment. Specifically, we dis- 
cussed porting a version of NCUBE Asteroids and 
an associated interactive graphics interface for a hu- 
man player to a S U N  386i with a multi-processor 
Transputer board. We showed that, following the 
general guidelines, both the Asteroids game driver 
and the associated interactive player programs can 
be migrated from an NCUBE-1 with a Real-Time 
Graphics board to a SUN 386 Transputer-based 
system with absolutely no change of codes. 
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